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Marks & Spencer Plc started in a stall in by Michael Marks in a Leeds market after which he was joined by a partner
Tom Spencer. T.

The company must closely monitor and evaluate its performance to see how appropriate the implemented
strategy has benefited the company, and also in order to take advantage of opportunities and prevent any
possible threats. In order to make the overall operations cost and time efficient in the longer term Marks and
Spencer will have to create supplier relationships and open logistics in Russia. However, it has been seen that
new management under Luc Vandevelde leadership introduced exclusive clothes collections to offer the latest
fashion. To conclude they should follow a local consumer culture positioning LCCP as being part of the
intrinsic local culture but also by providing differentiated products. It can also think of following
differentiation strategies accompanied by a focused approach. This inward-looking culture had few inputs
from the workforce in decision making. Achievement Culture 4. Likewise they have a narrower readership. It
has moved from a platform hosted by Amazon to its own web platform which was launched at the end of to
provide more delivery options and streamlined multichannel services. It represents the positioning Marks and
Spencer will follow and therefore how the brand is perceived by the Russian target market. The store reflects
the corporate image of the company with bright and contemporary design but also with a touch of adaptation
to the Russian market with an increase in the total space and a wider food range. The company has to develop
strong relations with the suppliers for continually improving their products quality for attaining the
competitive edge in the market. To conclude, Marks and Spencer can use its own private stores Simply Food
to target a specific segmentation with a pricing differentiation strategy. External Analysis-PEST analysis: If a
company wants to compete successfully in its respective industry, it must screen all the elements of this
external environment. Harrison, Essentials of Strategic Planning pp. Recently it has utilised its customer
loyalty data to organise targeted marketing and promotional activities and focus on high-impact promotions,
which result in better value for customers and increased sales Spencer,  These complications can also derive
from internal sources and when operating in foreign markets it can cause damages to the brand or reputation of
the company. Using below-the-line activities will enable the consumers to familiarise themselves with the
store and its offerings Brassington and Pettitt  Strategy We will be focusing on their objective of expanding
internationally, but will make sure that the strategy followed respects the overall corporate objectives. This
strategic option may allow the company to strategically focus on those products line which could increase the
market share of the company and give it competitive edge amid the aggressive competition from both ends of
the market. However, Marks and Spencer have to look closely at the habits of the Russian customer in order to
adapt their hospitality and services and not disturb them by overwhelmed staffs and services. The Marks and
Spencer are leading company in the UK. The political model is a model of decision making that reflects the
view that an organisation consists of groups with different interests, goals and value. The rational model may
be capable of being applied to this situation since the management know the capabilities of their design team,
manufacturers, costs of production and the income of the extra sales. The paper concludes with a value chain
analysis which examines inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing, and sales and services.
Come up with new quality products in areas of cloth food home and financial services and achieve customer
satisfaction through quality service. Decisions are directed to the point of maximum profit where marginal
cost equals marginal revenue. All rights reserved.


